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Abstract
The extraction of lexical information for machine readable

lexica from multilevel annotations is addressed in this paper.
Relations between these levels of annotation are used for sub-
classification of lexical entries. A method for relating annota-
tion units is presented, based on a temporal calculus. Relating
the annotation units manually is error-prone, time consuming
and tends to be inconsistent, and a method is presented for auto-
matically accomplishing this task, and evaluated using German,
Japanese and Anyi (W. Africa) corpora.

1. Objective
The extraction of lexical information from multilevel annota-
tions is the objective of this paper1. With existing annotations
on multiple levels there are at least two ways of extracting in-
formation using relations between two or more layers:

� Relations between the different annotation levels are de-
fined, either in general for the whole level or individu-
ally relating annotation units from more than one anno-
tation level. The annotation can be processed according
to these rules.

� Relations between the different annotation levels are un-
known at least partially; the levels share at least the
source (the annotated signal or text), and the relation is
therefore given by the sequential relation via the source.

The paper focuses on the later variant of information gain
from annotation levels with only partially known relations. This
will be done by applying the technique described below to time
related signal annotations and text annotations, which shows
that the usability of the technique is neither restricted to lexi-
cons for spoken language systems nor to texts. The approach
is related to similar analyses in constraint based phonology (see
[1]). It is based on the assumption that the annotation is avail-
able in standoff style (see [2]).

The coverage of a corpus-based lexicon does not extend the
coverage of the corpus if no complex generating functions such
as paradigm generators are involved. Each annotation level can
serve as the basis for lexical information such as wordlists ex-
tracted from an orthographic transcription, word frequency lex-
icons, etc. But if two or more obviously correlating annotation
levels are present (such as orthographic word level transcription
and canonical phonemic word level transcription), these rela-
tions have to be defined or discovered first. The temporal cal-
culus based approach provides a method of finding assumptions
in this area.

1This work was partly funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
schaft (DFG) in the project Texttechnologische Informationsmodel-
lierung (FOR 437)
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2. Design
cquisition of a lexicon is part of an integrated approach to
s lexicography as illustrated by Fig. 1.
he lexicon is induced from a corpus by a lexicon acquisi-
unction. The lexicon accesses the corpus by a concordanc-
nction. Both relatively static units, lexicon and corpus can
ed for multimodal output using appropriate technology.

(multimodal) output

Corpus

LexiconConcordance

Lexicon acquisition

Figure 1: Integrated corpus based lexicon system

he annotations are available in linear order, either by the
ine referring to absolute time or by sequential enumeration
aracters according to a timeline referring to category time
3], p. 68). Both are formally consistent with Annotation
hs as defined in [4]. Fig. 2 illustrates the use of category
bsolute time for the same utterance.
he relation of different annotation levels is not determined
synchrony of annotated events. For example [5] mentions

here are time shifts between the annotated words and ac-
anying gestures. The ModeLex corpus for conversational
res and other linguistic annotations2 shows that hardly any
re is synchronous with its lexical affiliate.

the text domain the same holds true if a textual source
ged according to different linguistic description levels, for
ple morphemic vs. syllabic level. In this special case the
on is regular and therefore could be inferred if the rules
own for a given language, but the segmentation is not the
on both levels, resulting in a non-contextfree structure if
d (see [6]).
anually relating the annotated units is obviously not the

rred procedure as it is error-prone, time consuming and
to be inconsistent. Consequently a different way of real-
structured and consistent relations is needed. This is pos-
using a temporal calculus approach as illustrated in [7] (or
ic such as that of [8]). Fig. 3 illustrates the 13 temporal
ons that can be applied to events on different annotation
.
sing all possible temporal relations — excluding before
fter3 — produces a huge number of related events, which

ee http://www.spectrum.uni-bielefeld.de/modelex/
he relations before and after result in every annotation unit being
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Figure 2: Relation of absolute and category time structure.
From top: annotation of the utterance ”Nimm diese Schraube”
Take this screw according to the acoustic signal with orthog-
raphy, POS, lemmatization, absolute timeline, category time-
line, textual source, annotation in category time (enumeration
of characters).
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Figure 3: Selected relations of annotation units, equality not
included, from [7].
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�
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with �� being the set of layers of annotation, ���� being the
set of annotation events on layer ��, ����� indicating the cardinal-
ity of these sets, and ��� being the estimate average number
of relations on every other layer. For initial estimation based
on existing results an ��� � � has been assumed. However
this estimation is far from being precise; for a small corpus with
4 annotation layers of 1461, 519, 98 and 79 events (annotated
on word level, phrase level, gesture level and gesture function
level) this results in the vast number of 17256 while the em-
pirical results show ”only” 8998 relations. However this is due
to gaps in the annotation and uncertainty remaining from the
variability of event length and number of events. With larger
corpora the deviation does not remain constant, for example a

related to every other annotation unit (generalised Cartesian product)
and are therefore omitted for practical work before evaluating specific
hypotheses.
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er annotation with 3302 events is estimated to have 66040
ons while in fact there are ”only” 39036 relations. Never-
s the number is sufficiently large to stress the need for
assification of possible relations.4

hree possible classifications for 	
� � �� and ��� � ��

General (implicational) relations that always exist:
whenever there is a specific event 	
 on layer ���, there
is a corresponding specific event 	
� on layer ��� . These
are the most general relations and relatively easy to de-
pict, for example that nouns are parts of noun phrases.
Systematic (tendential) relations that exist sufficiently of-
ten: if there is a specific event 	
 on layer ��� in more
than a threshold number of cases there is a correspond-
ing specific event 	
� on layer ��� . If the threshold is
sufficiently large, this could be an indicator for cluster-
ing a unit in different senses or at least to distinguish
stylistic variation.
Singular relations that are unique in a given context: for
one specific event 	
 on layer ���, there is a correspond-
ing specific event 	
� on layer ��� . These cases give no
particular information, as they might describe extremely
rare examples as well as annotation inconsistency or in-
dicate that the corpus is not sufficiently lexically satu-
rated.

he lexicon includes the general and systematic relations.
ystematic relations need further explanation and subcate-
ation. The singular relations must be dealt with separately.

3. The lexicon structure
able to access the lexicon in a distributed environment

o ensure reusability, we use the formalisms provided by
esource Description Framework (RDF, see [10]). Fig. 4
lises the generic structure of the lexicon.
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Figure 4: Basic lexicon structure

he lexicon is based on three kinds of inclusion relations:

the corpus with its subsets (left part of Fig. 4),
a hierarchical classification, depending on the linguistic
categories of the annotation (middle part of Fig. 4), and
differentiating properties for classification (right part of
Fig. 4).

t the top of the classification hierarchy, a particular set of
ation units on a given annotation level is chosen to be the
t of classification, for example, all annotation units with

his concept of classification has been applied to textual data with
c markup in [9].



the tag � on the word annotation level. The classification hi-
erarchy is then built for this annotation unit. For each class
in the hierarchical classification, a name is given, for example
‘class of nouns’ or ‘class of pronouns’ and so on. Each class
has some properties, in our case some relations between anno-
tation units. In Fig. 4, the connection between properties and
the respective classes is expressed via the dotted lines between
the two. Each subclass inherits the properties of its superordi-
nate class. That is: a class1 has the property properties-class1,
a class subclass-of-class1 has the properties properties-class1
and properties-of-subclass-of-class1 and so on. The inheritance
relation is visualised via the arrows pointing upwards.

The connection from the classification hierarchy to the cor-
pus (from the middle to the left in Fig. 4) is given by build-
ing subsets of instances of annotation units in the corpus, based
on whether a certain property is given for a corpus instance of
the annotation unit or not. Before the classification hierarchy
is constructed, no property is given, so all instances of annota-
tion units in the whole corpus are part of the set. As a specific
annotation unit on a particular annotation level is chosen, all in-
stances of this annotation unit are part of a subset of the corpus.
In Fig. 4, this is visualised by the arrow from the highest class
in the classification hierarchy to the outermost circle in the left.
Next, for each instance of the annotation unit, the properties of
the following subclass, i.e. structural relations between anno-
tation units, are tested. If a relation exits, the instance of the
annotation unit will be part of the respective subset, otherwise
the instance of the annotation unit will be neglected. As there
is an inheritance relation between the properties attached to the
different classes, there is a subset relation between the instances
of the annotation units in the corpus: the instances of a subclass
are also instances of its superordinate class, and the instances of
the subsubclass are also instances of the subclass. This subset
relation is visualised with the Venn diagram in the left of Fig. 4.
Every circle, i.e. every set, contains the instances of the circles
inside.

The basic lexicon structure described above is abstract in
respect to the ‘meaning’ of a certain class in a classification hi-
erarchy. That is, a class — in the classification hierarchy —
can be interpreted as constitutive for a class — in the lexicon
— of lexemes (e.g. all nouns), a subclass of lexemes (e.g. all
pronouns), a certain lexical entry (i.e. the pronoun ‘this’) or cer-
tain subtypes of the lexical entry. We do not commit ourselves
to particular machine learning algorithms to construct classes
and properties for the systematic (tendential) dependencies in
a given corpus, but acknowledge that several such algorithms
may be usefully deployed; this discussion does not fall within
the scope of the present paper, however. In the following sec-
tion we demonstrate how linguistic knowledge can be combined
with (semi-)automatic analysis of the corpus data.

4. Sample lexicon entry
Figure 5 describes the lexicon entry of the Japanese demonstra-
tive pronoun sore .

The object of the classification is the annotation unit � with
the attribute ��	 � �������, which is the top of the classifi-
cation hierarchy, that is, all instances in the corpus of this anno-
tation unit are part of the set to be classified. The first property
to be tested is whether the pronouns are inside nominal phrases,
which are represented as annotation units �� on the annota-
tion level phrases. This property is grounded on basic linguistic
knowledge and the starting point for creating new properties and
further subclassifications. As this is true for all cases, this rela-
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Figure 5: Example instance of a Japanese Lexicon

an be classified as a general relation as mentioned before.
med under the pronoun class is a pronoun called sore.
is purpose, we construct a subclass Pronoun Sore which
the property ��	������������� �. In other words,
bset of instances in the corpus are all text strings ,
are tagged as pronoun and which are part of an �� .

he next subclasses are constructed semi-automatically us-
e relation, starts, and looking for instances of annotation
on all given annotation levels which own this relation. As
lt, we find two relevant instances on the level of sentence

, namely the interrogative sentence type and the imperative
nce type. These relations to the sentence type level is true
fficiently many cases, so it is an indicator for clustering
ent senses. We use them as properties of two new sub-
ss ���	 ��� and ���	 ���, which also are connected to
n instances of annotation units in the corpus with unique
fiers, for example id-334 as an instance of ���	 ���.
he position of a temporal relation within the hierarchical
dency structure (whether implicational or tendential) ex-

es the degree of universality of the relation, ranging from
a prototype for the whole lexeme to being a specific sub-

of it.

5. Application and Evaluation
l to investigate the relations of corpora encoded in TASX
t, described in [11], is implemented using XSLT, provid-

n algorithm of relating every annotated event to all other
s on other annotation layers and classifying them accord-
the relations mentioned in Section 2. The result is output
XML syntax and is processed further for categorisation,

ially for purposes of word sense clustering for relations
xist sufficiently often. The timestamps provided in the
ation layer are used to define the linearity and baseline for
notations. In textual data, this can be achieved by enumer-
of the characters, which yields category time as defined
.
nother implementation was described by [12] using Pro-
hich enables further predicate logic inferences and restric-
by which the available corpus can be checked for the exis-
of general rules (i.e. to see if there are other cases as well
mber of properties are available) and for the evaluation of

ng rules against the corpus. This tool is especially useful
aluating general relations (see Section 2).
he lexicon tools were initially tested with four different,
ely small corpora:

Anyi-Story-Teller corpus: A recorded story by a story
teller in the West African language Anyi recorded on



video, annotated in the audio modality, using ortho-
graphic transcription for the story teller and the respond-
ing audience, syllable segmentation, prosodic annotation
and gloss; TASX format.

� German multimodal corpus: A recorded story by a Ger-
man story teller annotated for audio and visual modali-
ties, using an orthographic transcription, phonemic tran-
scription, lemma assignment, and gesture transcription;
TASX format.

� Japanese test utterance: annotated on 7 layers, including
gloss, phrases and sentence type; TASX format.

� Japanese textual corpus: annotated on 32 layers, includ-
ing part of speech, phrases, sentence types, coreferential
relations; only partially available in TASX format, hence
number of relations estimated and no classification num-
bers given in Table 1 for this corpus. This corpus has
been tested with a Prolog tool for classification hypothe-
sis testing.

Table 1 shows the relation of annotation layers, events, re-
lations between events on the different layers and the number
of classes neglecting singular relations. The number of classes
does not include further subclassification.

Table 1: Corpora size and number of relations
Corpus Annot.

Layer
Annot.
Events

Relations Classes
(without
singular
rel.)

Anyi Story
Teller

10 3302 39036 6094

German
Story Teller
Multimodal

4 2162 8998 741

Japanese
test utter-
ance

7 58 770 41

Japanese
con-
struction
dialogue
texts

38 7468 283784 —

Evaluation was conducted based on principles laid out in
[13] and [14]. Qualitative testing was started using a technical
testing corpus that only contained two elements in all possible
variations which was possible to relate by hand as well as by
using the available tools. As the temporal relation method ide-
ally requires a lexically saturated corpus, a hand-annotated test
relation set cannot be generated due to the number of relations.

Generating all 39036 relations for the 10 layer, 3302 event
Anyi corpus on an AMD Duron 1000 running Linux using the
XSLT processor �������� takes about 18 minutes, categorisa-
tion using the same technology less than 12 minutes. Initial tests
indicate that the processing time is almost linear in the size of
the corpus.

6. Summary and future work
In this paper we present a method of extracting lexical infor-
mation from time-aligned multilevel annotations using a tem-
poral calculus approach. A design for a lexicon classification
system and a hierarchy extraction system was presented and a
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ing lexicon structure was introduced. A sample lexicon
with information based on temporal annotation relations
iscussed. The lexicon acquisition tools were evaluated for
functionality and timing requirements as well as applied
mple corpora.
he next step in the development involves the integration
temporal relations approach with a linguistic knowledge
approach.
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